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About This Content

The City That Dripped Blood

Temelpa, an ancient walled city on a forgotten trade route, thought to be abandoned ages ago, and now, the adventurers find
themselves besieged within.

Unable to leave their refuge, the adventurers will quickly discover the city is inhabited, not deserted as initially believed, by an
ancient society. They will soon be embroiled in the affairs of a twisted caste system built on servitude and cannibalism and headed

by an inter-dimensional vampiric overlord.

This open-ended adventure allows the GM to unleash an array of unique monsters, factional power struggles, and intriguing plots
upon the characters as they fight and scheme to stay alive, entrapped in a hostile city where they are viewed as useful pawns or a

tasty exotic meal.

Can the characters hold out until the siege is broken and escape with their lives? Will they champion the cause of the downtrodden
and upend the social order? Or will they be the main course for the next cannibalistic feast?

Welcome to the City!

The Adventure

The City That Dripped Blood -available for Fifth Edition, is an adventure for mid-level characters inside you will find:
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New creatures and new variants

NPC Cultists and unusual citizens are spread across various districts and factions.

All under the shadow of the two ziggurats which stand menacing guard over the decrepit. desert city where the player
characters begin.

Options for and potential hooks are provided, but the design lends itself to modifications, GM tailored for their ongoing
campaigns.

Converted by: Michael Potter

Released on November 17, 2018. Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.6 and higher.

Requires: An active subscription or a one time purchase of a Fantasy Grounds Full or Ultimate license and the included 5E
Compatible ruleset.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - The City That Dripped Blood (5E)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: a sound card is required for voice communication using external programs like Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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